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Upper edge
of TOP BRACKET
should be flush
under the lip of
the spa.

HANDRAIL &
TOWEL HOLDER
PARTS LIST:

Top Bracket

(1) Upper Handle
(1) Lower Pole
(2) Brackets
(1) Hardware Kit

Upper
Handle
(24) Screws

(2) Self-Tapping
Screws

Swivel
Button

(26) Beauty
Caps

Lower
Pole

This is the
suggested
location for
each bracket
(7-1/2 " apart.)

(1) Drill Bit

(1) Screw Bit
FIG. A

(1) Bolt
(1) Nut

(2) Beauty
Caps

(2) Washers

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:

Shorter spas may
require you to
locate the
BOTTOM BRACKET
closer to the TOP
BRACKET.

1. Attach this template to the spa in the desired
handrail location.

2. Confirm both BRACKETS will rest completely
against the spa so that all 12 screws per BRACKET
can be securely attached. (Shorter spas may
require the BOTTOM BRACKET be positioned
higher to securely attach.)
3. Drill pilot holes with DRILL BIT provided.

4. Remove paper template and attach
BOTH BRACKETS to the spa.
5. Insert the LOWER POLE through both
brackets and into the BOTTOM
BRACKET making sure lower holes
align. Attach using Nut, Bolt, and
2 Washers. Apply Beauty Caps.
(See FIG. A)
6. Insert UPPER HANDLE into LOWER
POLE and twist to lock in place.
7. Secure the 2 SELF-TAPPING
SCREWS into holes in front of
TOP BRACKET. Apply BEAUTY
CAPS.

Warning: Every hot tub manufacturer uses
their choice of spa siding. Some are
thicker/stronger than others. It is recommended that you check with the manufacturer or retailer of your spa brand before
mounting any kind of cover lift, towel bar,
entry rail or other spa mount accessory to
your hot tub exterior.

Important:

The BOTTOM BRACKET
has predrilled holes
that secure the
LOWER POLE.

Manufactured for:

Bottom Bracket

Essentials is an industry leader in spa accessory and
maintenance products. To view our
complete product offering, visit us at
www.Essentials-SpaSupplies.com.
All items can be ordered through
your local retailer.
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